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Monk" Lewis and the Slavery Sublime:
The Agon of Romantic Desire
in the Journal
KEITH A. SANDIFORD

Narrative representations of the West Indian slave colonies rxin a wide
gamut of formal modes and genres. Elsewhere in my writing I have
identified the appropriation of georgic themes, the use of allegory, and the
figuration of bodily economies in texts dealing with colonization and
production. 1 At first blush, and to a considerable degree, such texts appear
to obey the rhetorical norms of the formal languages in which they are
couched. Typically, however, the persistent tendency is for the modal and
generic forces inherent in West Indian colonizing narratives to defy the
gravitational pull towards stability and fixed order in favor of subtle, yet
nonetheless disruptive poetics and aesthetics.
Matthew "Monk" Lev/is's Joumal of a West India Proprietor, Kept During
a Residence in the Island of Jamaica (hereafter/owr/ia/) (1834) is a case in
point. Composed during two visits Lewis paid to the island of Jamaica (four
months during 1815-16, and six months during 1817-18) to familiarize
himself with conditions on two slaveholding estates he inherited from his
father, the Joumal records mainly the objective particulars of daily life and
experiences on his properties, together with Lewis's subjective critiques
of slavocratic order and African manners and beliefs, critiques that assume
increasing complexity as Lewis struggles to mediate the disparate roles of
slave master, liberal aesthete, and romantic idealist. This struggle roots
the deeper literary interest of the Joumal in its distinctive productions of
the sublime as an agonistic encounter among pre- and post-Enlightenment
formal modes and sensibilities, supplanting the sublime's traditional
aesthetic functions with intimations of a reformed social and political order.
Lewis's transitional identity strategically institutes him at that place of
juncture where, as Harold Bloom supposes, the sublime functions as "the
category that most unites the Enlightenment and Romanticism" (2). As a
documentary history of Lewis's subjective consciousness, the Joumal
mirrors the sublime's progressive evolution from the hypsous of great
writing to the excess of struggle, a contest between the claims of the
seigneurial ego and the aspirations of the liberal romantic subject.
Among modern theoreticians of the sublime there is a very broad
consensus that the sublime does not retain a unitary essence in its
84
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transmission across literary history. The sublime manifests remarkable
variability as it evolves from its aboriginal source in Longinus (50 AD)
through Edmund Burke's eighteenth-century systematizations to the very
clear (ideological) shifts occasioned by the increasing valorization of
sentience and romantic ideologies in the early nineteenth century.^ By the
time Lewis composed ihe Journal the sublime had detached itself from its
historical moorings in rhetoric and stylistics (Longinus), from aesthetics
and subject response theory (Addison, Burke), and migrated into the realm
of ideology and political myth, mirroring the late eighteenth-century
ideological shift towards a multifaceted critique of freedom and revolution.
All of these temperamental dispositions define the sublime as a dynamic
mode, capable of "variable signification," coming of age in an atmosphere
of aesthetic confusion" (Price 194), and thus making itself ripe for
appropriation by subjectivities predisposed to the rhetorical subversion of
formal structures, literary and political: Terry Eagleton, though chiefly
concerned with the sublime as an ideological category, concedes the
significance of its power to decenter the subject and prod it into "enterprise
and achievement" (90). Lev^is's Journal and similar colonizing narratives
reproduce this latter effect of the sublime in both their aesthetic
transmutations as well as in their purely material desire.
Lewis's was just one of such subjectivities referred to above, and his
choice of the journal form proved an apt context in which to explore the
conflicting motives of public good versus private interest; it supplied a
uniquely private genre in which to critique the feasibility of romantic desire.
This critical project immerses the narrative in a special dimension of the
sublime associated with the contestation of meaning and with certain kinds
of production, especially the production of knowledge. Both contestation
and production are processes distinctly related to colonization, in which
context the three typically combine to decenter subjectivity from its regular
ordering principles (Eagleton 90).^ The paradoxes embodied in the journal's
formal and thematic structures are ironic transformations of paradoxes
rooted in Lewis's personal history.
Prior to the Jamaican interludes, Lewis had enjoyed widespread
acclaim, not only from the success of his gothic masterpiece The Monk but
also from the sustained popular reception of his melodramas and other
theatrical works. His erudition, artistic talent, travels, and generosity won
him a coterie of friends and admirers among the socially prominent and
the privileged. By the time of his decision to travel to the West Indies,
though, some adverse opinions were beginning to color the public image
and alter public perception. Some of the chiefest of these reveal a persistent
theme which suggests some psychological sources for Lewis's personal
sublime.
One of his biographers, Louis F. Peck, observes that he and the
fashionable world "were growing tired of each other" (150). Byron refers
to him as "paradoxical and personal." Lord Holland echoes an identical
note in his use of the words "paradox" and "perverseness" to characterize
his thought and conversation. Holland also reports certain "peculiarities
of egotism" that appeared in his behavior and affected his friendships
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around the time of his father's death. Muted innuendos from the more
discreet, and outright calumnies from envious theatrical rivals fed malicious
rumors about his alleged homosexuality (allegations thus far unproven,
[Peck 65-66]). Lewis had identified himself with social activism for the
humane treatment of animals and for environmental preservation against
the onslaughts of industrialization. The voyage and the journal that
documents it, then, gave him a chance to explore further his personal myth
of freedom, to displace the vision of class conflict and Satanic rebellion
from the European ethos of The Monk to the site of the colonized Other
in the Journal: Jamaican Cornwall and Hordley (his two estates) seemed
to offer Lewis fertile ground to plot the demise of repressive structures,
and to subvert rationalist, conservative modes of thought.
These motives are clearly signified in the Latin epigraph Lewis affixed
to the opening page of the work: "Nunc alio patriam quaero sub sole
jacentem" (Now I seek a new fatherland lying under another sun). The
words are an almost exact borrowing from Virgil [Georgics II, 512),
announcing the intentional moment of another seeker, another founder
and mythmaker, with whom Lewis signals shared purposes by
appropriating and adapting the references (he changes Virgil's third person
quaerunt [they seek] to a first person quaero [I seek]).
The Joumal, then, had to function as the exteriorization of a struggle
being waged on the field of private history among desires existing in Lewis's
subjective consciousness. It had to accommodate both the public interest
involved in Lewis's challenge to political and economic orders in England
and the colonies (environmental threat and the political tyranny of slavery),
and the private interest redefining his relationship to culture and to the
dilemmas of owning economic stock in human and material property. The
conjunction of the journal form with the mode of sublimity in Lewis's text
offers a medium for the production of subjective transcendence. In the
journal he found a highly private form that privileges subjectivity over
shared certitude, conscientious individual struggle with meaning over
established orthodoxy.
As for the sublime, the text evidences relatively few of its commonplace
artifacts (like stark, awe-inspiring landscapes, natural terror, or phenomena
of mystery and immensity). Instead, sublime effects inhere in Lewis's
Joumal in precisely some of the ways that the sublime's transformed essence
operates to inform the rhetorical structure of romantic texts. This
production is achieved by what Oxenhandler describes as a correlation of
"emotive effect with rhetorical structure" giving rise to a "mimetic transfer
in which the power of the referent (an historical or mythical event) is carried
over into the text itself . . . The sublime effect is immanent to the text hence
it falls within the category of intransitive theories." (lO)'*
Lewis's attempts to negotiate between the claims of seigneurial presence
and the political and emotional desires of the romantic subject produce
strong oscillations in the rhetorical structure of the Joumal that seem to
enact Oxenhandler's formulations. At the level of form, then, what the text
institutes is an agon of modes, alternations of parody, paradox
(ambivalence), and hyperbole. Mrs. Baron-Wilson, one of Lewis's earliest
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biographers, describes the unequivocal motive for travelling to Jamaica as
springing from the "very practical conclusion" of desiring to witness with
his own eyes the actual condition of the five hundred slaves on his estates.
She is emphatic (as he is?) that this decision arose neither from "transient
impulse" nor "visionary illusions" [Life 121). In the agonistic play of ironies
that defines the experiences and impressions of the Journal, it is very clear
that this singleminded intentionality suffers almost immediate
transformation. It is perhaps the sublimest of ironies that each of Lewis's
outbound voyages from England to the West Indies should be attended by
inauspicious events: on the first occasion, between November 8-17, 1817,
adverse winds, electrical storms, and mounting billows dismasted thirteen
vessels, causing him to be violently sea sick off St. Alban's Head and to
suffer fever, nausea, and disgust for several days. Similar inclemencies at
the start of the second voyage accomplished a very neat pattern of historical
unity (both times he set sail in early November, both times on a
Wednesday).
While these portents of disturbed nature off the English coasts did not
materialize into physical threat in Jamaica, they figured as early intimations
of ruptures in his desire to reinvent and control the history of his life and
art, a desire reflected in his tangible efforts to alleviate some of slavery's
oppressions and disabilities, and in the imaginative activity of giving form
to his actions and intentions in ihe Journal. Rhetorically, this transformation
evidences itself in the journal's ambivalences or paradoxes.
In his first consciously ironic act of seigneurial beneficence, Lewis
declared a holiday to accommodate the powerful outpouring of jubilance
and euphoria. The events that followed the ceremonies of arrival and
welcome are recollected in the sheer terms of a messianic advent. As Lewis
tells it, the slaves could hardly contain their emotional excitement: gripped
in the transport of this historic spectacle, an old retired slave woman
appropriated the Biblical voice of Simeon and sang her own nunc dimittis,
declaring that she could now expire in bliss, for her eyes had seen her
salvation. Some allowance must be made for at least some hyperbolic
content in Lewis's record of this event and for Lewis's predisposition to
self-parody and invented sensibility. But the evidence of slave writers and
transhistorical scholarship on slavery powerfully corroborates this
representation of the profound impact the master's presence exercised on
the self-image and identity definition of the slave. The author of the Journal
represents seigneurial presence as a powerful sublimity destabilizing normal
plantation order and ironically intensifying the socialized conditions of
regression and dependency in the slaves. Journal entries for the first visit
portray the slaves as seeking every excuse and opportunity to be in his
presence, to touch and talk to him, eager to affirm their identity as his
property and to be reassured that he was their patriarch. Orlando Patterson
identifies this behavior as an expression of a kind of "fictive kinship," in
which the language of kinship is used to acknowledge authority, to express
loyalty and, ironically, to express duplicity and psychological manipulation
(62-65).5
Here as elsewhere in Lewis's record it is necessary to make allowance
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for the subliming of these pictures, and for the exaggeration of behavior,
images, and events. As usual, also, his narrative account bears a
characteristic ambivalence, a paradox: Lewis's insistence here seems to
exemplify Patterson's finding that this tendency toward intense affirmations
of honor is widespread among masters in timocratic societies (like the
antebellum South). The master is ennobled and his honor affirmed in
inverse proportion to the abasement and degradation of the slave. But, as
Patterson writes, in specific reference to slavery in the Caribbean and Latin
America between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, that willing
self-abasement and effusive outpouring of respect "might, given the right
revolutionary opening, prove to be an important asset in the struggle for
emancipation" (97). In entries for the second visit, Lewis records similar
behaviors, but his search for meaning now leads him to interpret the whole
phenomenon of the slaves' inventing excuses and complaints as a desire
to talk to him for the sheer pleasure of it: "They plump invent them only
to have an excuse to "talk to massa," and when I have given them a plump
refusal, they go away perfectly satisfied, and tank massa for dis here great
indulgence of talk."
Speech, of course, and the irrepressible desire to connect and
communicate are some of the highest attributes of human nature. And so,
this very invention, these attempts even when rejected, place the master
under the very real pressure of acknowledging the slave's being and
presence. This play and counterplay enact a dialectic of demand and
response (however unpredictable) that defines the agon pervading Lewis's
inscription of his Jamaica experience. It may help powerfully to realize
the conflictedness of his failure to free his slaves. Once more, Patterson
offers the most discerning critique of this agonistic drama: "By negating
the slave's existence, the master seems to solve one of the most pressing
problems of a free and equal relationship: the frustration that the other,
if he is free, is also strongly desirous of winning confirmation of his identity
from ego. Both are struggling to gain the other's confirmation of their
superior identity. All free relationships amount to a "life-and-death
struggle" (98).
A journal whose value derives from the Eurocentric, seigneurial
subject's close and detailed observation of African slaves in a New World
plantocratic setting must almost of necessity subject its author to the risks
of overexposure. The radically different modes of life and daily human
exchange in the tropics force Lewis inevitably to confront this paradox that
the capacity to gaze and scrutinize, to anatomize and speculate, carries with
it the converse of being seen and becoming the object of the Other's gaze,
the focus of the Other's curious interest. The relative openness of life in
the colonial tropics conspired with local building and design practices to
expose him to constant view: "The houses are absolutely transparent; the
walls are nothing but windows—and all the doors stand wide open" (150).
He laments the lack of privacy: even the "Temple of Cloacina" (the toilet)
is "as pervious to the eye as any other part of my premises: many a time
has my delicacy been put to the blush." (150). These paradoxes of
subjectivity undergo further expansion, ironically producing both
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knowledge and self-knowledge.
In an ironic display of the Other's capacity to invert the rules of order,
to assume equal ability to represent the subject, an African slave, described
as a self-taught artistic genius, takes certain liberties with a portrait he paints
of Lewis. Evidently interpreting his subject for a wider audience than Lewis
himself, "Apelles" indulges in caricature, picturing the master less in the
master's romantic ideal image of himself and more as the slaves must have
seen him. Lewis disavows those parts he finds unflattering; but those
features Lewis strenuously demurs are greeted and validated all the more
by the slaves, who find the whole production a just and faithful
representation of the master they know: "Dere massa coat and dere him
chair him sit in and dere massa seals, all just the very same ting' just all
as one!" (186). Coat, chair, and seals sign with unerring verisimilitude the
master's difference, presence, and authority. The slaves readily affirm that
fidelity: the master is torn in denial.
The rhetorical structures through which this agon of modes is played
out provide a formal context in which a figurative activity can image the
subjective process of self-education. These structures embody the subject's
growing consciousness of self and Other, pointing up the inadequacy of
beneficent morality or even romantic (revolutionary) idealism to know
either self or Other fully, let alone change either radically. Whole entries
encode the paradox of those signs represented in the slave painter's art,
defining the journal as both autodidactic and propaedeutic: serving to
expand the subject's knowledge of differences and supplying an instrument
for unveiling to the subject the consequences of revolutionary^ thought and
action (211-13).
For his part, Lewis set about a busy program of reform and amelioration:
reprimanding or dismissing autocratic or abusive overseers, baptizing and
catechizing, adjudicating grievances and complaints, visiting the sick,
improving the plantations' facilities and enhancing the slaves' general living
and working conditions. While such acts of lenity and fellow feeling inscribe
Lewis's commitment to romantic ideals of moral freedom and moral
equality, they typically become enmeshed in the ambivalent structures of
parody and paradox. The paradox of five hundred slaves moved in adulation
and transcendent joy to embrace the incarnate image of their bondage bears
a qualitative kinship to an emanation of the sublime verified by Burke.
Though Burke's specific context and references are to sovereigns and their
subjects, his theme is the idea of power [The Sublime and the Beautiful 67).
Moral and liberal objections aside, in the political economy of slavery,
Lewis's slaves experienced him (at least in their earliest contacts) with that
same aweful respect those who embody and command great power
engender in their inferiors. And this scene also images the sublimest
ambivalence. The image of "Monk" Lewis, the liberal subject, yielding
to the blandishments of seigneurial power manifests the sublime's capacity
to trope the dichotomies of political majesty and romantic revolutionary
desire.
Lewis's acts of generosity and progressive reforms went a long way
towards ameliorating the lot of his slaves. But he stopped short of
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total emancipation. Whether out of sensitivity to the vested economic
mterests of the slaveowning class, or out of paternalistic concern for the
post-emancipation plight of landless, improvident black masses, or out of
sober calculation of his own self-interest, it is hard to assess. His
continuance in the relationship of a master to such a large number of
worshipful, affectionate slaves brought with it moral and ideological
dilemmas. The nature of these conflicts is sharply signified in the sheer
illiberal images of an obsequious slave boy begging to have his servile status
verified by the master's acknowledgement ("Massa not know me; me your
slave"), and of a mulatto girl throwing herself in the way to say " 'how
glad she was to see me' . . . for that she had always thought till now (which
is the general complaint) "that she had no massa" (68-69, punctuation
Lewis's).
In response Lewis's superego feels compelled to sanitize the record of
the first image for the journal audience's consumption. He wrote: "I felt
quite humiliated at the moment and was tempted to tell him "Do not say
that again; say that you are my negro, but do not call yourself my slave"
(62). At the same time, Lewis does not disguise his sublime delight in
pleasing so large a multitude of benighted humanity: "after cold hearts and
repulsive manners of England, the contrast is infinitely agreeable . . . "Je
ne vois que des yeux toujours prets a sourire. . . . I find it quite impossible
to resist the fascination of the conscious pleasure of pleasing and my own
heart which I have so long been obliged to keep closed, seems to expand
itself again in the sunshine of the kind looks and words which meet me
at every turn and seem to wait for mine anxiously as if they were so many
diamonds" (90; punctuation Lewis's).
On the other hand, if the first visit parodied a kind of messianic advent,
then the second visit parodied a Second Coming. Lewis's tone is
unabashedly self-satisfied about the effects his regime of clemency has
ushered in. Complaints are down, general contentment is up, kindness and
fair treatment abound. In a single entry documenting a striking pattern
of significant action, Lewis repeats in the journal some of those very images
of himself he so much demurred in "Apelles's" portrait. Writer and master,
lawgiver, ruler and divider are met together, "all as one." Lewis the author
proudly records: "I have not been able to find one person who had so much
as even an imaginary grievance to lay before me." He relocates two feuding
families to opposite ends of a village, holds a tribunal, and codifies a system
of punishments to regulate the overseers' disciplinary powers and the
slaves' rights of redress.
The sheer gravitas and headiness of wielding such sweeping political
power to effect change do not fail to impress themselves upon Lewis's
romantic self-consciousness. In an ironic inversion of Burke's axiom about
political majesty and the sublime, Lewis finds the self-parody irresistible:
"It would have done the Lord Chancellor's heart good to see how many
suits I determined in the course of a week, and with what expedition I
made a clear Court of Chancery" (404). Whatever the romantic inducements
this colonized space might have offered for accommodating the flow of
sensations and for Lewis to indulge his impulse to parody political and
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juridical institutions, slave plantations must be about the business of
economic production. The pursuit of philosophy must yield to the pursuit
of profit. Breezy days, a fine climate, and a long dry spell extending from
Nov 16, 1815 through January 1816 engender material reflections about
the fate of his crops and the state of his domestic economy. This is a special
transfiguring moment in the passage of the sublime from the natural and
aesthetic domain into the material world. In Steven Z. Levine's words, it
is an "experience of a particular kind, born out of the encounter between
consciousness and the world" (377).
Bound up in this concatenation of rhetorical structure and subjective
paradox are the complex ironies of production that dramatize the agon of
romantic desires inscribed by Lewis's journal. And this production of
consciousness locked in the ambivalences of the real world enacts Harold
Bloom's formulation of the sublime's emotive basis (6).
Lewis's observations on his slaves' manners and personalities tap a rich
vein of irony. The struggle to make sense of differences caused by biology
and culture, to reconcile the stark images of degraded humanity on his
plantations with his own pre-existing notions of moral beauty, natural
justice, and broad social idealism produces some of the most striking
ambivalences of the Journal. Well-meaning moral intentions and reformist
ideology did not immunize him from the pitfalls of prejudice and flawed
judgment (though it must be said that perhaps because of his divided
relationship to slavery—slaveowner and active reformer—he does not, to
his credit, engage in the kind of virulent negrophobia to be found in Bryan
Edwards, Edward Long, or Thomas Carlyle). Some early entries express
his obvious bewilderment by means of verbal ambiguity and innuendo.
Judgments and opinions alternate between tender affection and
exasperation, between ironic good humor and self-delusion, between pity
and fear. The slaves' native wit, their natural good humor and their
eagerness to please evoke positive evaluations: "There are so many pleasing
and amusing parts of the character of negroes, that it seems to me scarcely
possible not to like them" (181).
But even a passage of such quiet affection is quickly succeeded by one
in which Lewis wonders aloud about the basic intelligence and inherent
moral nature of the African. The romantic ideals of freedom which
legitimized the right of the oppressed to overthrow their oppressors are
somehow suspended in his judgment when the oppressed are slaves
attacking and killing their overseers and masters.^ Likewise, a slave mother
who hid the true cause of her child's illness for fear of being held a suspect
herself draws Lewis's reproachful contempt, and her supposed duplicity
and ignorance are reductively generalized to the discredit of her entire race:
"But certainly there is no folly and ignorance like unto negro folly and
impudence" (327). Though this facile retreat to illiberal stereotypes does
not prevail widely in Lewis's journal, its incidental distribution across the
journal's record of the two visits argues its relation to rhetorical structure.
Its simultaneous function as mimesis and subjective ambivalence locates
it in that agonistic domain where parody struggles with paradox. At the
critical intersection of consciousness and the world, the seigneurial ego
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consults its self-interest. Murder and morbidity threaten personal and
economic security. Material realism struggles with the idealized image of
the self.
Not unlike many other white commentators on the veracity of black
slaves, Lewis found the incidence of lying among them a motive for negative
aspersion. He spends little time on the kind of analysis that might have
implicated the climate of distrust and suspicion in which they existed, or
attempting to illuminate how various forms of deceit and dissimulation
might have been internalized as adaptive and survival strategies. "I am
assured that unless a negro has an interest in telling the truth, he always
lies in order to keep his tongue in practice" (129).
The romantic desire for liberal reform of the Jamaican slavocratic ethos
incurs unanticipated consequences. And these consequences are the prime
sources of the journal's defining paradoxes. One source reveals and
underlines the complex psychopolitics the slaves learned to master in
negotiating their relationship to a given ethos. A second source reveals the
internal contradictions that persisted in Lewis's emerging consciousness
about his relationship to slavery and the limited capacity of his romantic
ideology to revolutionize it (the colonized domain).
An incident that occurred on the second day of his second visit offers
a telling object lesson. In his characteristic gesture of liberality, he declared
that day a holiday. Cattle broke loose and trampled the cane fields. Jealous
of their freedom from labor and bent upon merry-making, very few of the
slaves troubled themselves to drive the cattle out. "The alarm was given;
my own servants and some of the head people had grace enough to run
down to the scene of action; but the greatest part remained quietly in the
negro-houses, beating the gumby-drum, and singing their joy for my arrival
with the whole strength of their lungs, but without thinking it in the least
necessary to move so much as a finger-joint in my service" (322). This
incident spurs ambivalent reflections in the telling. The obvious questions
are raised about the gratitude of blacks. But what seems most elusive in
Lewis's attempt to reduce this behavior to some kind of rationality is the
apparent absence of explicit aggressiveness or malice in the slaves'
demeanor. Nonetheless, the resistless agon manifests itself in the paradox
of quiet that hung over the slave quarters and the lustiness with which
they drummed and sang. Patterson reminds us that in all slaveries there
are these "complexities," "these imperatives of the interaction between
slaveholder and slave . . . [this] constant struggle between master and slave
in the effort of the former to gain as much as possible for himself with
the least possible loss . . . What masters and slaves do is struggle: sometimes
noisily, more often quietly; sometimes violently, more often surreptitiously;
infrequently with arms, always with the weapons of the mind and soul"
(207).
The matter is to prove insolubly complex as some days later Lewis
recounts the story of how Aberdeen, a slave for whom he had interceded
on his first visit, renders "absolutely eloquent" expressions of his
indebtedness. Lewis wrote: "his whole manner, and the strong expression
of his countenance, put his sincerity out of all doubt, and I never saw a
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man seem to feel more truly thankful." Lewis is forced to acknowledge
that in the matter of human action and character no simplistic maxims will
comprehend their complexity. He moderates his previous harsher judgment
of those merry-making slaves with a more balanced and complex
assessment on the question of the moral nature of Blacks: "All negroes
are therefore not absolutely without some remembrance of kindness shown
them . . . ." Lewis needs no stronger proof of his slaves' relation to an
exceptionally high ethical code than the reminder that those few who did
come to his assistance adamantly refused the monetary rewards he offered
them (329).
Confronted with the equally perplexing enigma of African female
fecundity coupled with high infant mortality, Lewis responds with this
rhetorically ambiguous speculation: "I really believe that the negresses can
produce children at pleasure; and where they are barren, it is just as hens
will frequently not lay eggs on shipboard, because they do not like their
situation" (83). The irony here defines multiple connotations of the sublime.
By the stylistic paradox of deliberately understating his cognitive dilemma
and the African females' resistance politics, he achieves the sublime's sense
of the extraordinary and the marvelous. By eschewing the artifices of the
grand style, he revolutionizes traditional readings of the sublime.^ His
ambiguous utterance divides his formulation of the sublime between an
aesthetics of pleasure and a psychology of volition. It thematizes the
revisionist sublime of Kant while anticipating the psychosocial sublime of
Freud.
In his "Analytic of the Sublime," Kant repatriates the sublime to the
realm of mind and judgment, laying down the definitive postulation that
true sublimity must be sought only in the mind of the judging subject, and
not in the object of nature that occasions or arouses the feeling within us
(Section 28, 123). Freud's theory of "sublimation" is pointedly illustrated
in the women's foregoing the pleasures of fertility and reproduction for
the higher good of preserving themselves and their offspring from the social
pain of slavery: "Sublimation consists in the sexual trend abandoning its
aim of obtaining a component or reproductive pleasure and taking on
another which is related generically to the abandoned one but is itself no
longer sexual and must be described as social. We call this process
"Sublimation," in accordance with the general estimate that places social
aims higher than the sexual ones, which are at bottom self-interested"
[Works, vol. 15, 345).
A compound of romanticized notions and racial mythology, Lewis's
ironic speculation about the slave women measures both his
incomprehension and his philosophical subhme. A high percentage of
miscarriages and infant deaths on slave plantations originated in the slave
mothers' resort to deliberate acts of resistance, in their practice of the
politics of infanticide. Lewis's entry into this arena of racial discourse
illuminates one dimension of the very complex ways in which colonizing
narratives represent bodily economies.^ Self-induced abortions and
infanticide are expressive acts, attempts to assert control over the
productions of the body. In the political economy of slavery, slave women
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may be seen, then, to implicate their bodies and their children's in certain
revolutionary gestures that directly contest the totalizing tendencies of
specific (pre-romantic) disciplinary regimes. These gestures assert individual
control at a democratizing moment of aesthetic history. Eagleton and Bruhm
historicize this as the moment in eighteenth-century literary theory when
an aboriginal definition of the term "aesthetic" was reinvented to privilege
the material body above the "more rarefied domain of conceptual thought,"
as it were, to affirm the position of the body within the world (Bruhm 402).
This movement parallels the emanation of the sublime into a
revolutionary mode of consciousness. Lewis's complicitous validation of
the slave women's purposive suppression of their fecundity is consistent
with his willingness to institute democratic principles in the governance
of his estates. This trope in the aesthetics of Lewis's/ourTia/ transforms
the master's language and the slave's actions into a characteristic
construction of the sublime: in Bruhm's words, "as the changing conception
of aesthetics affirmed the position of the body within the world, it also
validated the individual perceptions associated with that body. In other
words, aesthetics democratized the individual sensibilities of the "common
man" as it privileged each person's unique sensual relationship to the
outside world, a world which, for Descartes, was impossible to get to. Late
eighteenth-century aesthetics repositioned the physical self in the physical
world, and promoted the dignity of the self within that world" (402-3).
If the conundrum of slave women suppressing their fertility and
destroying their offspring instances the sublime's tendency to inform
phenomena that exceed human comprehension, then the incidence in the
Journal of parodic names and titles functions as hyperbolic of the sublime's
tendency to exceed normative scale. In the West Indies (as elsewhere),
masters indulged the curious practice of conferring on their slaves pompous
names drawn from a wide repertory of classical and romantic lore
(Patterson 54-56). Lewis appropriates the form for some conscious parodies
of his own, typically to impose some order on the comic and tragic
paradoxes of slavery's ethics, often to contrive gem-like vignettes, deft little
subplots, narratives-within-the-narrative. In a catalogue of the slaves
attending a christening celebration, we see this juxtaposition of the sublime
and the mundane: "We had Punch and Plato, Priam and Pam, Hemp and
Hercules, Minerva and Moll come together. By twelve they dispersed, and
I went to bed, as usual on these occasions, with a violent headach" (126).
A locus that could boast the existence of a Delia and a Juliet, a Moses
and a Duke of Sully, not one but two Psyches and two Venuses offered
Lewis's ironic imagination ample scope to remake the slaves' identity in
his own image, and to pursue the romantic desire of revising the order
of life and culture within the limited confines of his estates. Acceding to
one Venus's request for formal manumission papers, he cannot resist the
impulse to construct himself as Vulcan "releasing Venus from my chains,"
and when she asks also for the gift of a petticoat, that same comic impulse
stirs the romantic (including the sensual) fantasy: "I tried to convince her,
that for Venus to wear a petticoat of blue durant, or, indeed, any petticoat
at all, would be quite unclassical, the goddess of beauty stuck to the point.
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and finally carried off the petticoat" (131).
No other classically named slave seemed to arrest Lewis's imagination
as the slave named Plato did with the sublimity of his revolutionary
heroism. A runaway who had escaped to the Moreland Mountains in the
1780s, Plato wreaked terror and material depredations on the surrounding
properties and persons. His gallantry and daring magnetized other male
slaves to his banditti and women to his retreat, a place reputed to have
been "as well furnished as the haram [sic] of Constantinople." Both the
manner of his life and the circumstances of his death suggest the most
dramatic realizations of the revolutionary sublime in Lev/is's Journal. He
supported the women's resistance politics by offering them refuge and
status: "Every handsome negress who had the slightest cause of complaint
against her master, took the first opportunity of eloping to join Plato where
she found freedom, protection, and unbounded generosity; for he spared
no pains to secure their affections by gratifying their vanity" (91). Fearsome
highwayman, desperado, and "professor" of the African occult science of
obeah,^ Plato personified to the surrounding slavocrats the sublime's threat
of personal and systemic extinction.
Lewis's narration records his deeds and profiles his forceful personal
essence in a language that suggests the awe and admiration Plato
commanded: "He died most heroically; kept up the terrors of his imposture
to the last moment; told the magistrates, who condemned him that his death
should be revenged by a storm, which would lay waste the whole island
that year. Before the year was over the most violent storm took place ever
known in Jamaica." Lewis reports that his gaoler's imagination was so
affected by the realization of the threat that he "gradually pined and
withered away, and finally expired before the completion of the
twelvemonth" (94). The association of this extraordinary figure with
mountains, mystery, and superhuman scale invokes, contests, and displaces
Burke's formulations about the sublime and about the nature of revolution.
Where, in the Burkean aesthetic, mountains engender moral terror, and
the French Revolution stages a "monstrous tragi-comic scene," filling its
observers with "scorn and horror" {Reflections 10), Lewis's journal
aestheticizes the tragi-comic sense into a parodic romance wherein Plato
personifies the sublime of righteous political terror. Plato embodies that
irrational will to power of the lower masses which Burke's conservative
instincts so categorically abhorred.
The Jamaican rebel slave Plato and the English political philosopher
Burke mark the extreme polarities between which Lewis's sublime
oscillates. They provide critical reference points for the final exegesis of
Lewis's socio-political ideology tested on the living site of his slave
properties. It is hardly accidental that Lewis should have yielded so much
prominence (relative to other slaves and events) to the romantic legend
of Plato and his ability to influence history. At the time Lewis recuperated
this revolutionary image for the Journal's narrative sublime, Plato was dead
for nearly three decades, yet Lewis writes of him as though he really knew
him and personally experienced his heroic charisma. This sense of
familiarity is the epitome of the Freudian sublime, equated with the
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"uncanny," which Freud defined as a phenomenon that may appear novel,
alien or unfamiliar, but which really exists as something familiar and oldestablished in the mind, though alienated from it only through the process
of repression ("The Uncanny" 241). Through the paradox of his own
repression and that of all the slaves he championed, Plato materializes as
Lewis's repressed Other.
In terms of the imaginative sublime, what appears to draw Lewis to
him must be something akin to what Schiller in his essay "On the Sublime"
denominates as the "bizarre savagery in physical creation," that "delight
one might feel in contemplating the uncertain anarchy of the moral world"
(205).1° In humoring the slaves and championing their cause, in
romanticizing the revolutionary threat of Plato, Lewis indeed contemplates
"the uncertain anarchy of the moral world." Burke might well say, shades
of the prisonhouse (of a revolutionary sublime) hover about Lewis's
imagination. 1^ For, as Lewis appears to express a sympathetic sensibility
to this revolutionary image, he effects an inchoate, liberal, anti-Burkean
gesture; he strikes an ideological alliance with the slaves themselves, the
type of Burke's "irrational body." Steven Bruhm characterizes this aspect
of Burke's political thought as a "fear of physicality," a thematic tendency
in his Reflections on the Revolution in France to disparage the "irrational
and unwieldy parts of the body"; in Bruhm's estimation, the epitome of
a particular kind of conservative attitude to revolution in the late eighteenth
century (406).
As a text in which the sublime functions immanently to reveal the
growth of an author-reformer's social and political consciousness, Lewis's
Journal narrates his attempts to reimagine and implement a new order of
life on two slave plantations and, ideally, in the whole of pre-emancipation
Jamaica. His embrace of Plato, like his repudiation of Burke, was conflicted
and equivocal, illustrating his problematic relation to the revolutionary
desires he had discovered in his repressed Other. Yet, it is clear that his
imagination accommodates the revolutionary vision only long enough to
give it romantic expression. For at the moment of its agonistic encounter
with the hard historical consequences of emancipation, in the final issues,
he could not translate that romantic vision into actual revolutionary history.
The literal liminality of his death and burial at sea between Jamaica and
England stands as a striking metonym of the chronic ambivalence which
qualified his thought and action: in its final essence, the scene of his demise
enacts a kind of tragic parody in the closure of his narrative sublime.
Louisiana State University
NOTES
• See my essay on georgic, "The Sugared Muse . . ."; my discussion of allegory appears
in ' Rochefort's History . . ."; my analysis of bodily economies in colonizing narratives
will appear in "Sugar, Slaves and Machines . . . ."
2 I have found recent works by Paulson, Oxenhandler, and Bloom valuable in
historicizing this mode. Cohn and Miles elucidate the etymological bearings of this highly
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unstable term, tracing its evolution from the scientific to the metaphysical to the secular
in their authoritative, linguistically-based essay.
^ Eagleton 90; see also Siskin 43.
•* Morris defines the essence of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century shift as a
displacement in the focus of the sublime from stable meaning to radical instability.
^ Patterson quotes this pointed recollection from Lewis s/ouma/: In particular, the
women called me by every name they could think of. My son,! my love! my husband 1
my father! You no me massa, you my tat [father],' said one old woman" [62-651.
^ Five years earlier a white slaveowner was ambushed and clubbed to death by a
slave driver and four slaves. Four years later a bookkeeper was found with a fractured
skull in one of Lewis's fields.
" By reading Longinus refractively through Boileau, Cohn and Miles (297) maintain
that the thrust of the sublime had overreached its traditional identification with the grand
style almost from its originary moment.
8 Appropriated spaces like the West Indian slave colonies offer distinctive laboratories
for studying this interaction between aesthetics and ideology. For a useful critique that
bears on narrative and physical bodies in these settings, see Pratt.
^ For some illustrative material on obeah practices in eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury'Jamaica, see D Costa and Lalla, 86-88.
^^ W^ith some qualification, Schiller's categor\' of nature and, with greater exactitude,
his topos of travel elucidate Lewis's unconscious production of the sublime in the portrait
of Plato.
^^ Lewis's impulse to visit Jamaica was clearly divided between the strength of his
resolve to do moral and social good, and a paradoxical unreadiness to attempt radical
political change. Mrs. Baron-Wilson writes that he departed for Jamaica in 1815 with
his mind fixed 'to see for himself the real condition of negroes . . . though he could never
agree with the great philanthropist [Wiiliam Wilberforce] as to the means of attaining
it [total emancipation of the slaves]" il21).
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